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1.0 About Faith Bible Seminary 
 
The congregation of Faith Church 
(FC) has been committed to the area 
of discipleship for ministry service 
since its birth in 1964. This 
commitment extended beyond the 
equipping of the church itself to 
include those preparing for pastoral 
ministry. Numerous pastoral interns 
have been practically trained at FC. 
These men have been sent out for 
vocational ministry in the United 
States and around the world. In 
addition, by the grace of God, FC 
also became known for its emphasis on the sufficiency of Scripture and its corollary—biblical 
counseling. Faith Biblical Counseling Ministries, a ministry of FC, has also trained over 12,000 
men and women in biblical counseling through the Biblical Counseling Training Conference 
and the Basic Training Courses. 
 
As a result of the training emphasis in the church, in 2002 the congregation of FC included in 
its five-year strategic plan an initiative to consider and lay the ground work for a church-based 
seminary. The congregation believed that a church-based seminary was a natural extension of 
what God had allowed FC to do throughout its history. 
 
Furthermore, the congregation of FC wanted to begin Faith Bible Seminary (FBS) in order to 
address some growing concerns with the current seminary model. There were three particular 
needs that the congregation desired to address:  cost, time, and ministry experience.  

 
• First, the cost of seminary has quickly outpaced the ability of most seminarians to 

graduate debt-free. In addition, many seminarians work full-time which makes being a 
husband and father or wife and mother particularly challenging. Thus, many 
seminarians are leaving school with a family unit in need of repair and indebtedness 
that potentially limits ministry opportunities.  
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• Second, many students face the challenge of not finishing their degrees within 3–4 
years due, in part, to the high cost and the associated full-time work. 
 

• Third, many students do not sufficiently engage in practical ministry during their 
seminary experience which hinders their preparedness for future ministry. 

 
In an attempt to meet these needs, FBS was legally established in 2005 by FC as a limited 
liability corporation. FBS began in the fall of 2007 by offering a Master of Divinity degree. 
FBS graduated its first Master of Divinity class in 2010 with eleven graduates. 

In 2007, the church decided to expand the potential influence of FBS by investigating the 
possibility of adding a Master of Arts in Biblical Counseling degree. The new program began 
in the summer of 2008. In 2011, FBS graduated eleven MABC students. 
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1.1 Core Mission 
FBS Mission Statement 
 
Faith Bible Seminary is a graduate-level training institution designed to glorify God by 
equipping students with a biblical education for effective Christian ministry. In light of 
this mission statement, completion of the FBS curriculum will result in: 
 
FBS Educational Objectives 
 
Understanding the 
Sufficient Scriptures: FBS 
students will demonstrate a whole-
hearted and exclusive commitment 
to the Scriptures. This commitment 
is displayed through the student’s 
acquisition of the necessary 
exegetical tools for a productive 
life-long study and communication 
of God’s Word, the development of 
sound doctrinal convictions, and 
the development of skills necessary 
to minister the Word of God 
effectively.   
 
Enhanced Academic Ability: Students will expand critical thinking skills, 
understanding of relevant subject matter, and the ability to evaluate reference works in 
order to clearly communicate truth to themselves and others. 
 
Spiritual Growth: Students will leave FBS with a more meaningful relationship with 
Christ. They will display this relationship in both their growing godly character and their 
service.   
 
Valuing Relationships: FBS will facilitate godly relationships within the student 
body for the purpose of encouragement and exhortation. Students will develop a 
commitment to facilitating godly relationships in their future ministries. 
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Preparation for Service: FBS students will learn to boldly engage in biblically-
based Christian ministries to build the body of Christ around the world through the 
development of leadership, discipleship, counseling, and community outreach skills.   

 
Based on the mission statement and educational objectives, the vision of FBS is to become a 
model of “biblical education for effective Christian ministry” in the United States and around 
the world. 
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1.2 History of Planning 
Faith Bible Seminary began through the strategic planning of Faith Church of Lafayette, IN. 
Faith Church has a five-year planning cycle that culminates in a printed and publish five-year 
strategic plan. In 2002, Faith Church included in its strategic plan the consideration of starting 
a church-based seminary. In 2007, FBS matriculated its first students. 

The CEO of Faith Bible Seminary, Dr. Brent Aucoin, has crafted personal planning initiatives 
each year since his employment at Faith Church and Faith Bible Seminary since 1998.  

Since 2011 when ABHE accepted FBS for applicant status, Dr. Brent Aucoin produced 
specific planning initiatives to address ABHE compliance and programmatic improvement 
each year. Since 2015, Dr. Aucoin presented these initiatives as well as updates on progress to 
the FBS Board in the annual first quarter FBS Board Meeting.  

The official planning process for Faith Bible Seminary is consistently becoming more 
formalized and documented.  
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1.3 Process and Participants Involved 
in Developing the Planning Document 
God-ordained stewardship of any endeavor requires that His stewards continually 
navigate between various levels of leadership. This can be conceptually pictured as 
shown in the diagram below.  
 

 

 
The plane in the conceptual diagram above is flying to a destination. The destination of an 
educational institution is codified in terms of its institutional mission statement and its goals.  

For any institution to determine if it is reaching its goals, regular assessments should be 
performed, assessment data analyzed, improvements identified, and steps to improve 
executed. For FBS, the assessment and improvement process are represented graphically 
below.  
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Overarching Assessment and Improvement Process 

Student Learning and 
Institutional Assessment 

Plan

Prioritized
Issues

Institutional
PlanABHE Compliance 

Prioritized
Issues

Vision Casting Prioritized
Opportunities

 
 
 

Student Learning and Institutional Assessment 

Student Learning and 
Institutional Assessment 

Plan

Prioritized
Issues

Institutional
Plan

Student Learning
• MDiv Annual Assessment (November)
• MDiv Comprehensive Assessment (every three years)
• MABC Annual Assessment (November)
• MABC Comprehensive Assessment (every three years)
• Faculty Assessment (annual, as classes are taught)
Institutional Assessment
• Board Member Assessment (every year)
• Board Effectiveness Assessment (every three years)
• CEO Assessment (every five years)
• Primary Administrators 

• MDiv (every three years)
• MABC (every three years)
• Registrar (every year)

• Student Learning Resources (every four years)
• Faith Ministries Technology Support (every three years)
• Faith Ministries Facilities Support (every three years)
• Faith Ministries Accounting  Support (every year)
• Faith Ministries Facilities Support (every three years)
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ABHE Accreditation Considerations 

ABHE Compliance 
Prioritized

Issues
Institutional

Plan

• Annual Review by ABHE
• Self-Assessment Document

 
 
 
 

Leadership Considerations 

Institutional
Plan

Vision Casting Prioritized
Opportunities

• First Quarter Board Planning Meeting
• Feedback from FBS Constituents
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Institutional Plan 

Institutional
Plan

• Institutional plan updated 
and affirmed by the end of 
the 1st quarter annually. 

• Execution of the plan is 
reported on to the board 
in the next year’s January 
board meeting

 
 
 
At some level, all constituents of FBS including students, alumni, staff, and board have input 
into the ongoing operation of Faith Bible Seminary. Through assessment, strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats are considered and initiatives are generated.  

Dr. Aucoin compiles the list of initiatives from the various assessments, prioritizes the 
initiatives with input from Academic Dean Dr. Bob Kellemen, Kirk Fatool, the Enrollment 
Manager and Registrar, and Dr. Rob Green, the department chair for the Master of Arts in 
Biblical Counseling.   

Planning initiatives that involve creative dreaming about potential new opportunities are 
discussed and prioritize at the FBS board level specifically in the first quarter board meeting. 
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1.4 Board Analysis of Current 
Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities, and Threats 
At the beginning of the calendar year, the Board is asked to participate in a survey 
that probes their view of FBS’ strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and possible 
threats. These results are included in the annual planning document that is reviewed 
and approved by the FBS Board. Below are the brief summary responses given by the 
Board for 2018.  

Strengths 
 
Faith Bible Seminary is strong in the following areas: 
 

• Proven track record of graduates 
• Faculty committed to the mission of FBS 
• Local church emphasis 
• Practical ministry training with the internship paradigm 
• Debt-free graduation of students 
• Low-overhead due to leveraging the collaboration with Faith Church 

 
Weaknesses 
 
The Board observed weaknesses in the following areas: 
 

• Limited capacity of the number of students served 
• Limited capacity of administrative staff meeting needs due to serving in multiple roles 
• Business plan that produces long-term sustainability without relying solely on 

fundraising 
• Marketing of FBS needs to be strengthened 
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Opportunities 
 

• Enhancing academic library facilities and possibly joining a library network 
• Expanding international opportunities 
• Offering on-line classes for audit/non-degree students 
• Expanding marketing methods 
• With the Northend Community Center, considering a ministry college (Bachelors in 

counseling and a Bachelor degree in community-based ministry).  
 
Threats 
 

• Losing distinctive strengths in pursuit of growth 
• Unplanned loss of key staff 
• Capacity to expand staff and an undergraduate program 
• Competition for the MABC 
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2.0 Annual Strategic Plan  
 
2017 Plan Update 
 

Initiatives Primary Area Sub Area 
Develop a Comprehensive Fund Raising 
Strategy Development EFI, Race for Hope, Banquet--

Need to put in writing for 2018 

Grow the MABC scholarship fund to 
encourage enrollment Development 

Raised $3,730 for scholarships. 
We continue to ask MABC grads 
twice per year to contribute  

Seek to contact all Alumni and ask about 
giving regularly Development 

Done 
Develop ways to make our seminary 
graduates/current interns better known to 
church family 

Development 
Done 

Lead FBS to a successful accreditation next 
steps (Comprehensive Self-Study) Development 

Completed 
Grow the MABC enrollment by 10 
students per semester (5% growth) Development Implemented, achieved, and 

continues to be the goal  
Consider a yearly gathering for MABC 
graduates around the time of BCTC Development Implemented in 2017 and 

continuing in 2018 
More regularly feature MABC students in 
FBS’ monthly newsletter Development 

Implemented 
In collaboration with Faith Ministries, 
consider developing/acquiring a stand-
alone facility for FBS and FBCM. 

Facilities 
Resources 

Implemented-Northend 
Develop more comprehensive assessment 
to determine human resource needs. 

FBS 
Administration 

 
Incomplete, postponed 

Develop specific job descriptions for each 
administrative position—President, 
Registrar, M.Div. Chair, MABC chair. 

FBS 
Administration 

 
Incomplete, postponed 

Compare the administrative resources of 
schools with a student body similar in size 
to FBS’ administrative structure. 

FBS 
Administration 

 
 
Incomplete, postponed 

Evaluate the acceptability of the tension 
between competing demands of the 
primary administrators and faculty. 

FBS 
Administration 

Hired Academic Dean 
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Put in writing our policy regarding 
recognizing and helping “at risk” students. 

FBS 
Administration 

Incomplete, need to put in Mdiv 
and MABC chair job descriptions 

Develop policies on faculty diversity and 
academic freedom. 

FBS 
Administration 

Developed Policy on academic 
freedom. Still need a policy on 
diversity 

Approved Faculty, Student, Board 
Handbook and any other official 
documents, policy of release of student 
information. 

FBS 
Administration 

Done 
Create a Board Handbook Governance Done 
Create a Repository of Seminary 
Documents Governance 

Done 

Seek additional Board members in 
business, academics, and legal professions Governance 

Done 
Continue to develop the Board members' 
engagement in and oversight of FBS Governance 

Done 
Assess future library resource needs to 
assure instructional needs will be met for 
the near future. 

Library 
Resources 

 
 
Incomplete, postponed 

Consider how to engage a credentialed 
librarian with electronic resource 
expertise 

Library 
Resources 

 
 
Incomplete, postponed 

Administer faculty assessment of M.Div. 
courses M.Div. 

 
Incomplete, postponed 

Evaluate M.Div. student learning with a 
larger cohort particularly in classes where 
presentations are required 

M.Div. 
 
 
Incomplete, postponed 

Consider more teaching in the curriculum 
on the canonicity of Scripture M.Div. 

 
Incomplete, postponed 

Consider yearly “skill inventories” as a 
requirement for M.Div. students M.Div. 

 
Incomplete, postponed 

Consider a greater focus on building 
relationships M.Div. 

Implemented more consistent 
prayer on Thursdays in M.Div. 
Program 

Consider a greater focus on praying for 
one another throughout the internship M.Div. 

Implemented more consistent 
prayer on Thursdays in M.Div. 
Program 

Reformat and rephrase the questions 
asked for Objective 1.0 to garner clearer 
responses 

M.Div. 
 Incomplete, postponed 

Conduct a best practices study regarding 
on-line education to evaluate the online 
courses of FBS’ MABC program. 

MABC Add to MABC Comprehensive 
Assessment in 2018 

Identify metrics for Board to monitor 
health of the MABC program MABC Add to MABC Comprehensive 

Assessment in 2018 
Evaluate MABC student learning in larger 
classes and determine best learning 
structure 

MABC Add to MABC Comprehensive 
Assessment in 2018 
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Consider administering and entrance 
exam to compare to the exit exam upon 
graduation 

MABC 
Incomplete, postponed 

Administer an exit exam to students in 
their final course of the MABC  MABC 

Done 
Use a rubric for assessing the case study 
oral exam in the final course of the MABC MABC 

Done 
Create, on an annual basis, summaries of 
course evaluations. (2014/2015 example 
can be found in appendix 4) 

MABC 
Done 

Keep accurate data on alumni references 
to follow up with during comprehensive 
assessments.  

MABC 
Done 

Revise Objective 2.3 to make in more 
assessable. MABC 

Complete, decided to eliminate 
Have each student preform an enrollment 
interview to explain expectations and 
familiarize with technology 

MABC 
Complete 

Consider a less fluid deadline to create 
time for FBS staff to properly orient new 
students. 

MABC 
Addressed with MABC prep class 

Consider ways to improve fellowship 
during online class times. MABC Plan has been developed but not 

implemented 
Consider ways to streamline the use of 
Populi for students MABC Training has been developed and 

implemented 
Perform foundational work for a potential 
college with one degree--BS in 
Community/urban leadership 

Visionary 
Done 

Work to Identify Latin American Students 
for the 2019 M.Div. Cohort Visionary 

Individuals have been identified 
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2018 Initiatives 
 

Initiatives Primary Area Status 
Document the process to review the assessment 
process Assessment Done 
Create a Master Assessment Document combining 
both existing Student Learning Assessments and 
Institutional effectiveness including a procedure for 
review of assessment process. Assessment Done 

Create an assessment process for each Faith Ministry 
Supporting Division and assess. Assessment 

Not 
Necessary 

Create an assessment process for M.Div. Chair and 
MABC chair and assess.  Assessment In process 
Develop review process for MABC chair and M.Div. 
chair Assessment In process 

Include a survey question to elicit evidence of faculty 
contributions to student learning Assessment In process 
MABC Department Review Assessment  

Library Review Assessment  
MABC Comprehensive Assessment Assessment  

Board Member Assessment Assessment Done 
Board Function Assessment Assessment Done 
M.Div. Annual Assessment Assessment  

Enrolment Management and Registrar Review Assessment In process 
Consider application for Title IV money. Development In process 
Prepare for the ABHE Team Visit in the Fall of 2018 by 
accomplishing as many initiatives from the 2017 Self-
Study before the team arrives  Development In process 
Plan and execute an orderly move of the seminary to 
the new NE CC Development In process 
Create a curriculum vitae for Dr. Aucoin Faculty  
Continue to secure remaining transcripts of faculty Faculty In process 

In additional to transcripts, compile professional 
experience and publications of faculty members. Faculty In process 
Develop specific job descriptions for each 
administrative position—President, Registrar, 
Academic Dean, M.Div. Chair, MABC chair. 

FBS 
Administration In process 

Consider additions to the FBS handbooks as needed. 
FBS 
Administration In process 

Delineate the core faculty in the Faculty Handbook 
and the decision making process 

FBS 
Administration In process 

Consider adding a part-time Academic Dean in light of 
the growth of FBS’ student body to assist the President, 
the Chairs, and to empower and equip the professors. 

FBS 
Administration Done 

Complete the amending of the FBS By-laws to exclude 
all employees except the senior pastor and the 
president FBS Board Done 
Increase board’s role in broadening fundraising base FBS Board  
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Consider having the board fundraise at least 10% of 
the operating budget of FBS FBS Board  

Continue to cultivate monthly donors and increase 
MABC student enrolment to resolve cash flow deficit 

Financial 
Resources  

Seek to expand regular monthly giving from 30k to 
35k for next fiscal year. 

Financial 
Resources  

Seek to raise gifts of 30k for FBS’ portion of the 
Northend 

Financial 
Resources  

Seek to identify Cuban student for 2019 cohort, 
deploy, and meet all material needs, raise 20-25k for 
salary.  

Financial 
Resources 

Have 
secured 
100k in 
donations 

Seek to replace 100k of estate gift invested in 
Northend Ministry 

Financial 
Resources  

Assess future library resource needs to assure 
instructional needs will be met for the near future. Library Resources Aucoin 

Consider how to engage a credentialed librarian with 
electronic resource expertise Library Resources Aucoin 
Develop a written policy relating to the management 
of Faith Resources Library Resources Aucoin 

Consider requiring students to submit evidence of their 
participation in local libraries Library Resources Aucoin 
Develop a consulting arrangement with credentialed 
library to help faculty in curriculum planning, the 
analysis of resource adequacy, the selection of 
resource materials, and the development of library 
policy. Library Resources Aucoin 
Add training in World Catalog (WorldCat) to FBS’ 
library assignment Library Resources Aucoin 

Consider ways to evaluate usage of LOGOS and ATLA 
and other learning resources Library Resources  

Administer faculty assessment of M.Div. courses 
M.Div. 

 

Evaluate M.Div. student learning with a larger cohort 
particularly in classes where presentations are required 

M.Div. 
 

Consider more teaching in the curriculum on the 
canonicity of Scripture 

M.Div. 
 

Consider yearly “skill inventories” as a requirement for 
M.Div. students 

M.Div. 
 

Reformat and rephrase the questions asked for Objective 
1.0 to garner clearer responses 

M.Div. 
 

Reformat and rephrase the questions asked for 
Objective 1.0 to garner clearer responses 

M.Div. 
 

Reformat and rephrase the questions asked for 
Objective 5.0 to garner clearer responses 

M.Div. 
 

Develop in-depth rubrics to allow for easier grading M.Div.  

Consider spacing out the distribution of assessment 
tasks so that FBS has more time to assess 

M.Div. 
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Consider emailing assisting pastors their student 
papers to ensure all are read 

M.Div. 
 

Consider allowing students to review their previous 
ministry experience surveys 

M.Div. 
 

Consider more teaching in the curriculum on Christ’s 
second coming M.Div.  
Emphasize how church body partnerships across 
mission fields can be a reciprocal endeavor and not 
simply a one way relationship (according to 1 Cor .12 
applied to Christ’s body across the world). 

M.Div. 

 

Consider a greater focus on students understanding the 
weaknesses of traditional Western missionaries 

M.Div. 
 

Work to secure I-20 Student Visa capability M.Div. Done 

Work with the Latin American Strategy to secure 
viable pastoral candidates for the 2019 M.Div. Cohort 

M.Div. 
In process 

Add M.Div. program objectives to the FBS website M.Div. In process 
Consider more ways to identify inadequately prepared 
M.Div. students M.Div. In process 

Recruit the next cohort of Faith interns with an 
emphasis on strategic foreign and ethnic diversity.  

M.Div. 
In process 

Establish connections with partnering churches in the 
Dominican Republic, Mexico, Cuba, DR, Portugal, 
Quebec, Germany, and Brazil in order to aid in 
training men for ministry through FBS. (FC SP 2018) 

M.Div. 

In process 
Conduct a best practices study regarding on-line 
education to evaluate the online courses of FBS’ 
MABC program. MABC In process 
Identify metrics for Board to monitor health of the 
MABC program MABC  

Evaluate MABC student learning in larger classes and 
determine best learning structure MABC  

Consider administering and entrance exam to compare 
to the exit exam upon graduation MABC  
Improve MABC assessment MABC In process 
Develop systems to more accurately track MABC 
retention MABC In process 
Consider the implementation of prayer/study groups in 
online classes MABC  
Consider adding ACBC exam questions to regular 
curriculum MABC  
Consider ways to assess counseling effectiveness in 
BC802 MABC  
Consider Social Media Advertising for MABC MABC Done 
Implement plan to improve fellowship during online 
class times. MABC  
Review, and where appropriate, implement the 
recommendations from Dr. Kellemen’s 
Comprehensive Assessment Response Report Planning Done 
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Continue to work at systematizing the planning 
process in a more comprehensive way. Planning In process 

Put in writing our policy regarding recognizing and 
helping “at risk” students. Registrar In process 
Add refund info to the FBS website Registrar  
Review MABC and M.Div. applications and consider 
improvements Registrar  
Consider more ways to recruit ethnically diverse US 
born students Registrar In process 
Seek to recruit Latin American Pastors for the 2019 
Cohort Visionary In process 
Seek I20 Student Visa Capabilities Visionary Done 

Finish the proposal for the online Bachelor’s 
completion degree in Biblical Counseling. Visionary Done 
Consider launching an online Bachelor’s completion 
degree in Biblical Counseling through FBS. (FC SP 
2018) Visionary In process 

Consult with experts about the timing and nature of 
launch considering ABHE accreditation status Visionary 

Done—we 
are waiting 
until 
accreditation 
is likely 

Seek to make a decision about college launch timing 
in the first half of 2018 Visionary 

Done—we 
are waiting 
until 
accreditation 
is likely 
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2.1 FBS Five Year Strategic Plan  
 
2018  

• Consider launching an online Bachelor’s completion degree in Biblical 
Counseling through FBS. 

• Establish connection with partnering churches in the Dominican Republic, 
Mexico, Cuba, and Brazil in order to aid in training men for ministry through 
FBS. 

 
2019 

• Complete FBS accreditation.  
• Consider establishing a ministry college at the Northend Community Center 

with a degree in community-based ministry. 
• Consider securing USDE Title IV funding that permits FBS students to have 

access to more student financial aid. 
• Establish the ability for FBS to issue I-20 student visas in order to matriculate 

international students more readily. 
• Raise appropriate funds for housing in the north end corresponding to any 

ministry expansion of Faith Church interns or a ministry college. 
 
2020 

• Consider expanding the number of Faith Church interns being trained by FBS. 
• Consider how to collaborate with Word of Life graduates to enable the students 

to complete their bachelor’s degree. 
 
2021 

• Expand FBS personnel in order to accommodate ministry expansion. 
 
2022 

• Consider having MABC classes available in Spanish. 
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2.2 FBS Long Range Goals/Dreams 
If the Lord wills for FBS in 15-20 years. . . 

• Be an example of solid theological and practical graduate level pastoral training. 
• Be an example of solid theological and practical graduate level biblical Counseling 

training. 
• Have an Ministry College that has two degrees—Community Ministry Bachelor’s 

Degree and an Online Biblical Counseling Bachelor’s degree. 
• 250 men deployed in effective growing churches across the globe equipping the 

saints. 
• 500 men and women equipped with their MABC degrees and engaged in biblical 

counseling. 
• Have a committed and well-trained staff to administrate the school. 
• Have a robust MABC education program that is not dependent upon geographical 

location. 
• Have a department Head of the MABC that can also teach theology. 
• Have a solid M.Div. program that is not dependent upon geographical location. 
• Be an accredited institution. 
• Observe the paradigm of FBS being implemented by other able churches. 
• Be able to accept, without hindrance, foreign students, grants, financial aid, etc.  
• Have 200 students in the MABC program. 
• Be training 15 Faith interns with each M.Div. class with 3 of those being foreign 

nationals and 15 interns associated with other partnering churches.  
• Operating a 750k budget that has income divided as follows 15% FBC support, 

45% Tuition funded, 40% from a network of supporters. 
• Employ president’s position, and another Phd/Theology Pastor/Professor, and a 

full time assistant. 
• Have a plan in place for Rob and Brent’s successors. 
• Have the best learning resources available for the MABC and M.Div. programs. 
• Have a 200k budget buffer. 
• Have a 20k MABC scholarship fund. 
• Have 100k for additional ministry investments. 
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